ARRIVAL ROUTE DESCRIPTION

JAGIR TRANSITION (JAGIR.SWFFT2)

VOLUNTEER TRANSITION (VXV.SWFFT2)

ZANZA TRANSITION (ZANZA.SWFFT2)

From over SWFFT on track 315° to cross HIMAT at/above 10000, then on track 315° to WEMAL, then on track 315° to cross ADAAY at/above 8000 and at/below 12000 and at 250K, then on assigned runway transition.

LANDING NORTH (RWYS 2L/2C/2R): From over ADAAY on track 292° to cross TEARS at 6000 and 250K, then on track 292°. Expect radar vectors to final approach course.

LANDING SOUTH (RWYS 20L/20C/20R): From over ADAAY on track 316° to cross BRETH at/above 6000 and at 250K, then on track 316° to cross CORRA at/above 6000 and at 220K, then on track 316° to HAKUM, then on track 021° to cross SIPPO at 5000 and at 210K, then on track 021°. Expect radar vectors to final approach course.

LANDING NORTHWEST (RWY 31): From over ADAAY on track 315° to cross ONUGE at/above 4000 and at 210K. Expect ILS or LOC RWY 31 approach.

LANDING RWY 13: From over ADAAY on track 308° to cross OURRS at/above 6000 and at 250K, then on track 308° to cross MEANN at 5000 and at 210K, then on track 308°. Expect radar vectors to final approach course.